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Maine Perspective
In Perspective

Futures Planning Council
Needed Now More Than Ever
A Futures Planning Council is expected to
be in place this spring to begin a projected

18-month strategic planning process that
will define and direct University of Maine
programs into the next century.
‘The aim of the Futures Planning Council
is to develop a strategic vision for programs

Lobster Expert
page 2

be a sense of ownership in the plan,” he
said. “We’re very hopeful that we can define
a process that will produce a plan defining
the future of the institution in ways the fac
ulty, students, alumni, the Legislature, Sys
tem Office, and all of our constituencies are
going to see has broad support and repre

at the University that will look out with
some clarity and certainty over a three- to

sents the aspirations of the campus.”

five-year period, and define in broader

cil, which includes faculty, staff, students

The 21-member Futures Planning Coun

strokes the directions the University will

and members of the Administration, was

pursue into the next century,” according to

first recommended by the Executive Plan

John Hitt, vice president for Academic
Affairs and chairperson of the Council.

ning Council two years ago, and follows the
publication last May of the University of

“We will try to bring different constituen
cies of the University into defining the

Maine Program Plan: 1991-1995. It is being

future. By doing that, we will bring addi

ue to take their toll on the University of
Maine, yet Council organizers agree that
continued on page 11

tional wisdom and different points of view to
the process and, if we do it right, there will

created at a time when budget cuts contin

Computer Science, Computer Center

Receive Largest Equipment Grant
Knight Retires
page 4-5

Sun Microsystems Inc. of Mountain View, Calif., has donated a major gift described as the
largest equipment grant ever received by the University of Maine Department of Computer
Science and the UM Computer Center.
The $610,600 in equipment has been installed on the first floor of Neville Hall and is in
constant use by students. It includes 16 workstations with 16-inch color monitors and 16
megabytes of memory, and the main unit which feeds the terminals.
“It has expanded our capabilities tremendously and is a huge advantage to us,” said
Thomas Byther, chairperson and associate professor of computer science. “By far, it is the
largest equipment grant the Computer Science Department has ever received. It will have an

impact on our entire curriculum as well as other departments within the University.”

According to Byther, the equipment allows the Department to expand introductory course
offerings and expose students to the UNIX operating system in addition to the existing UM
central computer system.
It also enables the Department to expand the advanced undergraduate and graduate pro

gram to include courses in functional programming, expand the use of a mathematical type
setting software package for faculty and graduate students as well as make it available to
undergraduates, and expand graphics equipment capabilities and options.

ACE Students
Centerpiece

Byther noted that the equipment provides more facilities for a research project involving
development of software. Jobs which require a lot of computing can be distributed among
several machines from different vendors.

Lobster, Aquaculture Research
Has Economic Implications for State
“Where I live is important to me ... .”
says Robert Bayer, professor of animal,

versity next semester. In an effort to "get

veterinary and aquatic sciences at the
University of Maine.

order to teach a course in fin fish aqua

That simple statement succinctly
sums up Bayer’s attitude toward both
his family and professional lives. And it
is an apt example of his committment to

months working at a salmon hatchery in
Bingham with Yonathan Zohar, whom he
describes as the “foremost fish endocri
nologist (hormone expert) in existence.”

contribute his skills and knowledge to

up to speed on salmon aquaculture" in

culture, Bayer will spend the spring

In particular, Bayer will study what

the state in yjhich he lives.

factors stimulate a fish to begin feeding -

Bayer, who came to Maine from Michi
gan State University 18 years ago with a

complicated factors intimately connected
with both nervous and endocrine system
functions.

doctorate in poultiy physiology, has

the University’s professors and Exten

Bayer's switch from lobster to fish
research comes at a crucial time in
Maine’s economic history. “Since agri

sion agents, much of his work has a

culture is really on the slide,” Bayer

since become one of the leading lobster
experts in the nation. And like many of

direct impact on the people of the state.
Through his important contributions to
the lobster industry, he is helping to

said, “I think economically this may real
ly help to fill the gaps.”

sustain a vital segment of Maine’s econ

to markets, and the world’s wild fish
populations are on the decline, he said,

omy—no small accomplishment in these
days of budget woes and rising unem
ployment.

Maine has clean water, good proximity

so that a well-managed aquaculture
industry will give the economy an

received financial support to establish
his various projects.

“Sea Grant has really been a backbone

in getting marine efforts in the Depart
ment started,” he said. ‘The Agricultural
Experiment Station has stepped in in a
big way. That was a big change for the
agriculture station ... it was a new direc
tion for it.”

And it is just that attitude, the willing
ness to go in new directions, that has

Despite his reputation as a lobster
expert, which has landed him in articles

important boost.

in a variety of publications including
The New York Times. Bayer came direct

ture industry is already testimony that
there is a need for University of Maine

helped Bayer to contribute to a robust
research and graduate department that
responds to the needs of the marine

ly to UM from Michigan with very differ
ent goals.

expertise in this area. In addition, cod

based segment of Maine’s economy.

“I came here to do poultry research

and teach in Animal and Veterinary Sci
ences,” he said.
But after becoming involved with a

graduate student’s research project
aimed at developing a less expensive

A growing salmon and trout aquacul

and haddock are likely candidates for
aquaculture since they are popular
among consumers, but not found in
abundance off the coast of Maine, Bayer
explained.

At Swans Island, for example, salmon

alternative to fish food for lobsters being

aquaculture is a relatively recent indus
try. Prior to salmon aquaculture, Bayer

held in tidal ponds, the UM professor

pointed out, the only jobs there were

began his professional transition. One of
his first research projects involved devel
opment of a new pellet-form lobster feed.

lobstering, businesses supporting the
lobster industry, and caretaking of sum

Made of fish and vegetable protein

mer homes.
“Now, there are new jobs,” he said.
Bayer has not worked alone in his

sources, brewer’s yeast and binder, the
feed has been on the market for years
now, and is sold by a company in Han

efforts with the lobster and aquaculture
industries. And he is quick to acknowl

cock County.

edge his debt to others.

In addition, Bayer’s lab has developed

“I think I owe a lot of my success to

a simple medicated feed pellet for the
prevention and treatment of a potential

graduate students,” said Bayer. “They
tend to keep you going ... You can go in

ly devastating bacterial infection of lob
sters, called Gaffkemia, or red tail.
Feed - this time for fish - will also be

three or four different directions at the

the focus of Bayer's research when he
takes a leave of absence from the Uni

nor his graduate students would have
ensured his lab’s success unless he had
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same time.".
But neither his own intellectual drive
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From Alumni Hall
Editor's Note: In light of the ever-present
need for greater communication among
members of the University of Maine com
munity, "From Alumni Hall" was initiated
as one of a number of available alterna
tives. If you have questions, issues or
concerns related to the University of
Maine that you would like the Adminis
tration to address, send them to: Maine
Perspective, Public Affairs. We will
attempt to address as many of the
queries as possible in this column. Space
limitations will require questions and
responses to be as concise as possible.

What can you tell us about the most
recent threat of budget cuts?
The possibility of a massive additional
budget reduction during the balance of
this fiscal year has been a shock to the
state and our campus. The governor has
suggested that the reduction for the
University of Maine System could be as
high as $11 million. Our share of such a
reduction would be $5.5 million.
Already this fiscal year we have
reduced our budgets by $5.4 million ($4
million from the E&G budget and $1.4
million from the Residential Life budget).
As a consequence of these reductions,
we have nearly 200 fewer faculty and
staff positions on campus, and have
substantially reduced our equipment,
travel, operating and other budgets.
However, I am happy to say that once
again our faculty, staff and student
body have risen to the challenge and, as
a result, the campus has functioned well
this year. Each of you has made a posi
tive difference.
Nonetheless, any further reductions,
especially those of the magnitude being
discussed, would have devastating
effects and could undermine the aca
demic integrity of the University.
The Chancellor provided materials to
the Governor on Monday making the
case for why the University System
could not sustain another major budget
reduction without serious long-term
consequences to the System and the
state. The Board of Trustees will meet
next Monday to discuss how the System
should proceed and to make appropriate
recommendations to the Governor and
the Legislature. They understand that
what we have worked years to build up
could be wiped out in a minute through
a careless budget reduction.
We have a good Governor and a good

Legislature. I am confident that both will
take responsible action in this matter.
Hopefully our Board of Trustees and the
Governor and Legislature will work
together to find a way to reduce our tar
geted budget reductions significantly.
This really is in the best interest of the
state and the citizens of Maine.

Ultimately, if we have to make further
budget reductions this year, we will try
to do it together as a community as
much as possible and with the least
long-term damage for the University.
Thank you for your understanding of
and assistance with this difficult budget
concern.

This is the last issue of Maine Perspective for this semester.
The publication will return with its first issue of the spring
semester in January.

Santa came down the chimney a little early at Delta Tau Delta in order to greet
preschoolers from the University of Maine Children’s Center who were attending the fra
ternity’s annual Christmas party for the youngsters. Tommy Boyle, who will be 3 years
old Christmas Day, was one of the many youngsters who took a turn on Santa's lap.
Delta Tau Delta member Tim Kluka filled in as the jolly old elf.
Photo by John Baer
Maine Perspective 3

Fred Knight: Always Able to See
He is vigorous, and enthusiastic;
ready to stab a finger in the air to make

a point, or simply to grasp a visitor’s

and was "present at the creation" of the

College of Forest Resources.
Now, on the eve of his retirement,

“At that time we had only two degree
programs, in wildlife and forestry,”
Knight said. “And a two-year program in
forest management technology .... But

hand to offer a warm welcome and a
warmer smile. He is cheerful. He is com

Knight seems anything but retiring. He
holds strong opinions, looks to the

(the school) already had a reputation as

mitted. He’s ready to do battle with or

future, and has an enduring pride in

one of the finest in the country in

for anyone or anything on behalf of his
beloved College of Forest Resources.

the institution he has called his aca
demic home since 1972.
Back then, Forest Resources was still

wildlife and forestry. It had a small but
growing research program vital to the
state.”

In otherwords, Fred Knight has not

changed much after all these years.

During his time at the University of

Maine, he has witnessed many changes,

a school in the College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture with a director and two
associate directors.

During the 1970s, Knight said, an
infusion of funds from industrial
sources such as land management and
timber companies supported the devel

opment of a cooperative forestry
research unit. Later, the College of For
est Resources and the College of Engi
neering initiated a cooperative Bachelor
of Sciences degree in forest engineering.
“It has the heaviest credit hours of any
program at UM,” Knight said with a

touch of pride. “It is the most difficult

program in the University.”
‘This was the first one accredited in
both forestry and engineering,” Knight

said. “Some others around the country
are accredited in one or the other, but

not both.”
A doctoral program in forest resources

had been initiated just prior to Knight’s
arrival on campus. But during the
1980s Knight helped to establish two
non-thesis master's degrees in forestry

and wildlife conservation in response to
Maine’s need for trained professionals.
These non-thesis degrees complemented

the thesis-based M.S. degrees in these
same areas.
But what Knight calls the "major
accomplishment"of his tenure is the
development of the College of Forest
Resources. “It is recognized across the

U.S. as being a quality program,” he
said. “If there’s anything the University
of Maine wants to point a finger at as
top notch, it’s right there.”
However, disappointments, as well as
accomplishments, are part of the mosa
ic of his memories at UM. The loss of

the associate degree program in forest
technology comes quickly to his mind.

“As a result of the last budget crisis,”
Knight said, "the faculty decided not to
accept students for fall 1991. We’ll grad
ually phase out the program as stu
dents already enrolled in it graduate.”
Maine Perspective 4

the Forest - and the Trees
Keeping this associate degree program
would have necessitated taken profes
sors from the four-year program, since

*

*

faculty from traveling to China, and the
last budget crisis ensured that, even if

He said he hopes that the new dean, G.

Bruce Wiersma, will “look at the long-

accrediting organizations require that

the professors decided to travel, they

run future of the College of Forest
Resources and not get discouraged by

such programs have at least two fulltime professors.

would need to find alternate financial

the short-run budget crisis of the pre

support for their trip.

‘This was impossible to do without
hurting our four-year program,” Knight
said. “Our reputation as a superior

That also means that it will be more
difficult to get the College’s graduate
students “tied into international rela

sent ....
“Remember that our programs in

school rests on our four-year program.

tionships,” Knight said, and makes it

That was the biggest crisis we had."

harder to develop an international repu

forestry and wildlife are extremely
important because, as we look at the
future, the environment is going to be

tation for UM’s forestry programs.

more the topic of interest to all citizens.
“Foresters, wildlifers, and recreation

Experiment Station scientist doing
research in harvesting technology,”

When asked to share his thoughts
publically on the future of the college

specialists will be needed to solve many
of the problems of the environment. So

Knight added, like a retired general tal-

and its role in tomorrow’s world, Knight
delivers his words, as always, with
benevolent concern and a steady gaze.

opportunities will be there for the stu

“We also lost a (Maine Agricultural)

*

The political situation discouraged UM

lying the casualties of battles fought
through the years.

dents, faculty and dean.”

“I’m extremely concerned about what
may happen to the College of Forest

Resources now because of this year’s
»

budget cuts. It’s unfortunate,” he said,
“but that’s where we are now.”
In particular, he is concerned about
the Recreation and Park Management
program, which just lost one of its two
professors, newly hired away by an

As Fred Knight prepares to retire from the University of Maine, students, friends,
colleagues and family members have sent messages to the College of Forest

Resources dean. The following excerpts are but a sampling the more than 100 let
ters received.

“I hope to model my own career after the standards that you have established ... “
Patrick Strauch, Class of 1981

institution that made him a “fantastic

*

offer” that UM couldn't match.
The only way the college can now save
money during the budget crunch is by
eliminating teaching positions. Yet

Knight sees the elimination of teaching
positions as a near-sighted approach.

■»

w

“We'll be eliminating students in the
process,” Knight warned, “and that

Remote Sensing of Earth Resources

"You have displayed the strength of the Yggdrasill tree which according to legend sup

means a loss of tuition. These (tuition)

losses are going to be higher than the
money saved by cutting out the teaching
positions.”

and applaud you and say thanks for ajob well done!”

The budget crisis could also mean that

The recent years have embroiled the
College in an international, as well as a

“As I view you as a scientist, teacher and administrator, I certainly take my hat off

Benton Box, dean, Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Clemson University
‘That type of loyalty and devotion to the College and the profession transcends even

the best of professionals and academics, and speaks strongly to the personal quality
and fiber of your character... “
Gregory Brown, friend, colleague and vice president for Research and Public Service

“I have immense respect for you for believing in women, minorities, Maine students

fiscal crisis. The crackdown following
the student uprising in China two years

and anyone who aspires to be a natural resources manager... “

ago strained the ongoing relationship of

Katherine Weber, assistant dean. College of Forest Resources

the College’s faculty with the Chinese
Ministry of Forestry. The UM faculty not
if

of the institution from which you retire ... “
Wayne Myers, associate professor of forest biometrics and co-director, Office for

ports the world... “
Uncle Chester, Aunt Emily and Cousin Alyce

one of his pet projects, the establish
ment of a fourth department in wood
science and technology, will be put on
hold indefinitely.

r

“Your unique combination of personal qualities as Gentleman. Scholar, Counselor, Sci
entist and Administrator has helped to shape my life well before shaping the destiny

“Your vision and genuine faith and trust have profoundly influenced the professions

Chinese set up a geographic information

offorestry and entomology, and your example of superb professionalism provides a
guiding light for the many of us around the world who have benefited from your men

system (GIS) using computers and satel
lites.

Gary Simmons, professor, Department of Entomology, Michigan State University

only taught courses, but also helped the

toring ... “
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Down on the Maine State Farm
Editor's Note: The following is a biweekly

to the Maritimes. Much of the same

Eventually, probably in the autumn of

column on the University's past as com

sequence of events happened in football,

piled and told by historian and author

with a sort of rugby played in the late

David C. Smith.

1880s, and the first intercollegiate team

sen mascot. Bolivar was given a funeral

appearing in 1892.

and burial and is interred today at about

Maine did not have a mascot for some
time. However, substitutes were at hand.
A haberdashery in Old Town sported an

the center point of the parking lot beside

As athletic contests increasingly do,
dominate newspaper columns, one

invariably thinks of the various totems

1916, a small black bear cub was given
to the University and it became the cho

the Field House. Several other bears fol

used to enhance the stature of the vari
ous teams involved. The adoption of ani

advertising sign made of metal, in the

lowed this first live animal, as the ani
mals grew larger in due course. The

form of a large elephant. This sign pro

name “Bananas,” referring to one part of

mal names and occasionally other iden

vided a method by which Maine under
graduates could display their skill and

the bear’s desired diet, and was applied
sometime between 1916-1920. Teams
from the University then began to be
referred to as the Black Bears. The live
mascot was sometimes present, but
more often than not, however, with the

tifications for athletic teams has its ori
gin in the latter part of the 19th century.

Originally such teams were simply given
names like Red Stockings, White Stock

ings, Highlanders, Haymakers and Fly-

aways, all of which reflected uniform

styles or places of play. As fan (short for
fanatic) support grew, teams often

received nicknames reflecting their sta
tus. The Brooklyn Dodgers, for instance,
originally called Bridegrooms (for their

large number of recently married play
ers) received their name. Dodgers,
because their fans had to dodge trolley
cars in order to enter the park. Thus,

prowess at nighttime activity. They regu

larly stole the sign, usually coincidental
with the Bowdoin game, and paraded it

at half time of the game. The elephant
soon received the name Bolivar, and stu
dents referred to themselves as “Boli
var’s Children.” The well-known
Philadelphia Athletics teams also were
known as the White Elephants at this

time, so the animal attribution was well
received. The height of bolivar’s reign
coincided with the interestingly
obstreperous Classes of 1909-1912.

advent of television, a more visible iden

tification was needed. The black bear
statue at the end of the quadrangle
erected in the early '60s was not enough.

In recent years, the mascot, dressed in a
facsimile bear costume, appears at vari
ous events. Interestingly enough, the
mascot is apparently neuter, or at least,

neutral in sex. I like the idea of Bolivar

trolley dodgers became Dodgers. Occa
sionally the names were unusual—for

They were responsible for the “Great
Strike” of 1909, which marks a water
shed in University life. (A later column

better. It somehow seems as though a
tin elephant would set us apart from all
other colleges and schools better than a

instance the Cleveland Spiders. That

will deal with those events.)

bear.

team changed its name to Indians when

Louis Sockalexis, a Penobscot Indian,
became a member of the team in 1897.
College and high school teams soon
picked up the practice of totemic names.
For instance, I went to a high school

A Word from the University of Maine Energy Committee...

which had the cardinal as its insignia; a
college where the beaver was the totem;

Prior to the first of December, good weather and good energy management
saved the University more than 400 barrels of oil over that used last season.

and a graduate school which simply

BUT the price increases have forced this year's expenditure for oil to almost
$20,000 above last year's costs. The "hundred hostile heating days - the first of

described itself as “Big Red.” The earlier
names have created some problems in
recent years since women’s teams are
routinely fielded. As a result, one is able
to follow, in this vicinity, the Lady

December to the first of March'’ are yet to be placed in the record. We must do

everything we can to keep heating costs from eating into other Facilities Man
agement Programs.

Braves, Lady Monks, Lady Friars, Lady
Rams and male teams called Witches.
The University has had no such prob
lems of this sort. The first sports were
interclass in nature, with each class
fielding a baseball team, beginning in

1877. The best of these teams soon
played local town teams and the first

intercollegiate game was played in 1880.
The result was Colby 6 - Maine 1. By

1885 regular league play had been insti

tuted and in 1887, the team took a trip
Maine Perspective 6

Each year the University of Maine compiles a list of faculty and staff members
who are experts in their fields, including many who are available to speak to

groups and organizations. The free pamphlet, Speakers Bureau and Experts
List 1990-1991, is available to the public.
The pamphlet - expanded from the 1989-90 publication, lists 320 speakers
and experts covering more than 625 topics in subject areas ranging from agri

culture to zoology.
To obtain a copy or for more information, write: Speakers Bureau, Public
Affairs, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469.

UM Calendar
December 17-22

All events are free and open to
the public unless otherwise spec
ified. Any speaker not otherwise
identified is a member of the Uni
versity of Maine faculty, staff or
student body. Send notices of
upcoming campus events to:
Maine Perspective Calendar
Public Affairs.
Calendar of events listings MUST
be typewritten and should be
sent AT LEAST TWO WEEKS in
advance.

Deadline for each
issue: 9 a.m. Friday
For more information, call x3745.

18 Tuesday 2 1
1990 Dow and Griffee Graduate Stu

Friday

Final Exams end, 6:15 p.m., Dec. 21.

dent Awards Competition presenta

tions, beginning at 8:30 a.m., Dec. 18,
204 Nutting Hall. x3228.

“Rope,” a No Popcorn Cinema presenta

tion, noon, Dec. 18, Sutton Lounge,
Union. xl734.

22

Saturday

December Commencement, 10:30 a.m.

AND 1:30 p.m., Dec. 22, Maine Center
for the Arts.

19 Wednesday
“The World According to Garp,” a No
Popcorn Cinema presentation, noon,

Dec. 19, Sutton Lounge, Union. xl734.
LAST MINUTE NOTES:
Professional Salary Study Meeting,
2:30-4 p.m., Dec. 14, 207 Shibles.

17 Monday
Final Exams begin, 8 a.m., Dec. 17.
“Proposal and Grant Writing: A Guide
for Beginners,” a Management
Programs Seminar by Beverly Levy, 9

a.m.-4 p.m., Dec. 17, Hilltop Conference

Room. Admission. x4092.

“Distribution of Songbirds in Rapari-

20

Thursday

“Patterns of Reading Ability in Above

Average Eighth-Grade Writers Who
Are Poor Readers,” an oral exam by
Mary Joyce Herbeck, candidate for Doc

tor of Education degree, 9 a.m., Dec. 20,
159 Shibles Hall.

As the semester quickly comes
to an end, departments, organi
zations, and other University
groups should remember to send

their Spring 1991 lecture, meet
ing and other schedule to Maine

“A Probabilistic Model for Evaluation
of Neural Network Classifiers,” an oral

Perspective as soon as possible

exam by Kwok-Hei Chan, candidate for
master’s degree, 10 a.m., Dec. 20, Bar
rows Hall.

semester’s editions.

to insure inclusion in next

an Forests of Maine,” an oral exam by

Sarah Hooper, candidate for master’s
degree in wildlife management, 3 p.m.,

ONGOING

Dec. 17, 204 Nutting Hall.

1990 Annual Faculty Exhibition,
University of Maine Museum of Art

“Rope,” a No Popcorn Cinema presenta

exhibition featuring work of UM Art
Department faculty, through Dec. 21.

tion, noon, Dec. 17, Sutton Lounge,
Union. xl734.

x3255.

Dexter Hockey Classic with Western

Michigan, Clarkson and Illinois-Chica
go, Dee. 21-22. 4 and 7 p.m.
“Play is Child’s Work: Toys from
Around the World,” a special holiday

Retirement Reception for Claude

“Skylights of December,” a Planetari

exhibit through Feb. 24, Hudson Muse

Westfall and Bruno Grenci, School of
Engineering Technology, 4 p.m., Dec.
17, University Club. x2341.

um show, Fridays, 7 p.m.; Sundays. 2
p.m>, through Dec. 23, Wingate Hall.
Admission. xl341.

um. xI901.
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Moving in the Right Direction:

ACE Students and the
In the last three years, the listings of
colleges on the University of Maine

admissions form have changed. First, the
number of colleges jumped from seven to

nine. This past year, prospective students
had an additional choice when applying
to UM - the Academic and Career Explo
ration (ACE) Program.

ACE has been designed for entering
students who are unsure about their
intended major or future career choices.

It is for those students who know they
want to go to college, but are uncertain
as to which academic program to apply;
those who have such a wide range of
interests that admission to one college
would be too limiting at the time of
admission; and those who want help in
exploring academic majors and their rela

tionship to careers.
Through a structured program that
includes extensive one-on-one faculty
advising, ACE students explore academic

and career options, as well as the
resources available at the University of
Maine. It stresses oral and written com
munication as well as critical and analyti

cal thinking. The program also involves

self-assessment of interests, abilities and
goals. Best of all, it appears to be working
- and making a difference.
“One of the main reasons I came to the

University of Maine was for the ACE Pro
gram,” according to Laine Parsons, a
first-year student from Sherborn, Mass.

“I heard about it when I came to the Uni
versity for a Maine Difference Open

House. There was only one other institu
tion I was looking at that had a program
to help undecided first-year students.
“I have no idea what I want to do for a

major, but I have lots and lots of inter

ests. I wasn’t sure what the program
would be like, but after I started going, it
was neat because we get together once a
week with people who, it was reassuring
to know, are undecided like myself. If I
didn’t have ACE I’d probably be in a liber
al arts college being incredibly confused,

not able to take all the different courses
I’m taking now. ACE makes me feel more
secure, like I’m not floating in a place
where I have no support. Here I have
Maine Perspective Centerpiece

National experts note that "an active, involved, ongoing relationship" between students
and faculty advisors has a direct impact on retention. Such early contact and interven
tion with undecided students are two of the keys to UM's ACE program, led by coordina
tor Dana Birnbaum, right. Students like Laine Parsons, left, of Sherborn, Mass., say ACE
Photo by John Baer
is one of the main reasons they chose UM.

support and a direction, and I’m not

pressured into deciding my major right

to committing to one of UM’s nine col
leges. ACE students can participate in

away.”
When ACE first began, it was specifical

the program for up to two years, transfer

ly for students seeking a Bachelor of Arts

they are ready, usually after the first
year. During the first year, along with
their other coursework, students take

degree. Now all prospective students are
eligible to apply to ACE as an alternative

ring into any one of the colleges when

University of Maine
one, one-credit, pass-fail ACE seminar

colleges. If they do not think they are

that can help them systematically inves

each semester (ACE participation in the
second year carries no academic credit).

ready to transfer, the students prepare a

tigate the academic programs the Univer

plan for a more focused individualized
exploration for the following semester,

sity has to offer.
“In the first two semesters, ACE stu

and remain in ACE into their second year.

dents.

“The ACE Program lets entering stu
dents know that it is OK to be undecided

dents come to know the value of a liberal
education, get help defining their aca
demic and career goals,and become

“One of the goals of the program is to
introduce students to the University and

about a major,” according to Dana Birn
baum, coordinator of the ACE Program

acquainted with UM resources,” Birn
baum said. “We help the students identi

make them feel a part of it,” said Hayden

and associate professor of Human Devel

“Pete” Soule, associate professor of

opment, and one who has been advising

fy their interests, their areas of strength
and weakness, and how these match

BioResource and Forest Engineering, who
last fall chaired the ACE Committee that
established the goals and criteria for this

first-year students for the past six years.
“If they are uncertain, we have a program

with their career aspirations. Through
continued next page

Each class, of no more than 20 students,

is led by a faculty member who, in turn,
serves as the advisor to these ACE stu

year’s broad-based ACE program. “We

want to make students aware of the
learning opportunities here and, because
they have no idea what to major in, we
use career investigation to help them find

an academic home.”
Students in the first-semester class,

ACE 100, become familiar with the aca
demic community and their role in it
through library and writing assignments,

goal-setting, and self-assessment. As part

of their first ACE experience, students
participate in a variety of exploration
activities - from becoming familiar with
UM academic programs, and understand
ing their fears and concerns as first-year

students, to attending a Maine Center for
the Arts performance.
By the second semester. ACE students

are ready for additional self-understanding/self-assessment activities and assign

ments, and for detailed exploration of

academic and career options. Their

assignments may include interviewing
faculty and professionals in their fields of
interests, working closely with the Career
Center to learn more about available
options, and “sitting in” on a variety of

courses in different academic areas.
Throughout the process, critical and ana
lytic thinking, group discussion and

writing are used for students' self-explo
ration.
The ACE process culminates at the end

of the first year in decision-making on the
part of the student. The students not only
select their courses for the next semester,
but also decide if they are ready to trans
fer from ACE to one of the undergraduate
Maine Perspective Centerpiece

Themes of Attrition
In Increasing Student Retention, Lee Noel, Virginia Gordon and other
author/educators identify the major themes of attrition. They include:
* Academic boredom and uncertainty about what to study
* Transition/adjustment difficulties
* Limited and/or unrealistic expectations of college
* Academic underpreparedness
* Incompatibility between institution and student
* Irrelevancy of coursework
Lee Noel is a nationally recognized authority on college student retention
and enrollment management who has been cited by the Chronicle of High
er Education as a pioneer in this area. In Increasing Student Retention,
he notes that:
* Academic boredom sets in for undecided students because learning is
not quite as relevant to those who do not have a goal.
* Uncertainty about what to study is the most frequent reason talented
students give for dropping out of college.
* Students who drop out without having decided on a major often have
higher grade point averages than other dropouts at their colleges, sometimes
even higher than those who persist.
* Some form of uncertainty and tentativeness about career choice exists
in three out of four entering (first-year students).
* Students are clearly dropout prone unless they get help with the
decision-making process involved in declaring a major.
* Institutions where significant improvement in retention rates has been
made, almost without exception give extra attention to career/life planning and
to academic advising: they often combine the two functions.
* It is the people on campus - teachers, advisors, staff members - those
who come face-to-face with students each day, who provide the positive growth
experiences for students that enable them to identify their goals and talents
and learn how to put them to use. ... caring attitude of faculty and staff is
viewed as the most potent retention force on campus.
* We have, in fact, found that the critical time in establishing the kind of
relationships and one-to-one contacts between students and their teachers and
advisors that contribute to student success and satisfaction occur during the
first few weeks of the (first year). It is not uncommon to find that of the stu
dents who drop out during the terms of the (first year) (not between terms), 50
percent drop out during the first six weeks. ... If students make it through that
high-risk first year and return for the sophomore year, experience indicates the
attrition rate begins to drop off by almost 50 percent each succeeding year.

written assignments, class discussions

and intensive advising, we make every
effort to ensure that students are aca
demically solid. Our purpose is to get

tion, perhaps because interaction with
faculty increases social and academic
integration. If there is an active, involved,
ongoing relationship between students

with first-year students constantly
renews one’s enthusiasm for education
and the institution,” Birnbaum said. “You

and faculty advisors, a faculty advising

get an interesting perspective of the insti
tution from people who are new to it. As

system can be an important ingredient in
the retention process.”

working with these students, encourag

their educational experience.

Studies show that student interaction
with faculty is more important in the stu

ing them to consider a wide range of
major and career opportunities, to appre

“Students do not enter ACE for remedi
al assistance. ACE is for undecided stu
dents who are interested in engaging in

dent’s academic major area than in other
areas, Gordon notes. But “since undecid
ed students have no major, arranging for

ciate the value of a liberal education, and

structured academic and career explo

faculty contact immediately upon enter

long learning.”

ration activities, and in one-to-one con

ing is essential.”

People teach at the University of Maine
for a reason, said Soule, one of the six
ACE faculty. “There is an inner satisfac

students actively engaged in the educa
tional process through activities involv

ing critical thinking, writing and discus
sion - activities that will extend across

tact with faculty advisors. For these stu
dents, ACE is a first choice, not a second
choice.” *

The University continues to have faculty
advising networks within the nine col
leges. Faculty advisors in the ACE Pro

a faculty member, I especially enjoy

to use the resources the University has to
offer. We can help them prepare for life

tion in the teaching process. I can’t think

This fall there are 113 first-year stu
dents enrolled in the seven sections.
Students come from a variety of family

gram not only have additional advising
responsibilities, but also must meet the
special needs of first-year students who

of anything more satisfying than being
able to touch the lives and influence the
direction of these students and society. I

backgrounds - from families where edu

often are overwhelmed by the college

do it from a desire to help these students

cation has always been a consideration

experience and their indecision about a

get off on the right foot and get a good

to families in which the student is the
first to seek a higher education. They
have different motivations for being in

major. Working with ACE students is
time-consuming and intensive, but most
often the learning between ACE student

start at the University.
“I believe in ACE,” he said. “This is one

college and for being undecided. What
they have in common is not being ready

and faculty member is a two-way street.
“The students gain an understanding of

University of Maine - systematically help

to make a commitment to a specific pro
gram of study or a specific college.
The ACE program appeals to a diverse

the faculty members’ commitment to edu

ing these students find their direction. All
of us have seen students transfer from

cation - to their students, their disciplines
and the wider community,” Birnbaum

college to college over and over and still
not know where they’re going. If we can

group of students. This year, for exam

said. “The faculty become mentors and

retain these students and get them head

ple, 55 percent of the ACE students are
male, 45 percent female; 69 percent are

role models for the students and help
them become connected to the University.

ed in the right direction, we’re doing a
good service to them and to the State of

in-state students, 31 percent out-of-

“One benefit to faculty is that working

of the best things that we’ve done at the

Maine.”

state; 6 percent are minority students;
two students are in the Honors Program;
and two students are UM Minority
Scholars.
ACE addresses many of the crucial fac

tors that have been cited by national
experts as keys to effective retention.
One such factor is one-on-one contact

between faculty advisor and student.

Another is early contact and intervention
with undecided students in order to
encourage them to explore the relation
ships between coursework and career

possibilities, and to assist them in the
process.
According to Virginia Gordon, a nation

al consultant in the areas of academic
and career advising, and author of The
Undecided College Student, college stu
dents with “unclear, unrealistic or
uncertain academic and vocational goals

have been identified in several attrition
studies as a dropout-prone population.

... It has been demonstrated that quanti
ty and quality of faculty-student
interaction has a direct impact on reten

Fogler Library is just one of the many University of Maine academic resources ACE stu
dents like Jodi Martin of Levant and Tadashi Spencer of Caribou become familiar with in
the program
Photo by Jack Walas
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Campus Notes
The Credit Union will be closing at

Please Note: 24-hour quiet hours are in

unit who have not yet received a ques

noon Dec. 24, and closed for business

effect in all residence facilities at all
times during finals, commencing noon
Dec. 15. Residential Life asks all resi

tionnaire should attend.

a.m., lobby at 9 a.m. Dec. 26.

dents to respect this policy. There are a
number of study places in the residence

Museum will be open during regular
hours Dec. 26-30. The Museum will be

The School of Engineering Technology
will be hosting a retirement reception

halls including study lounges, York Pri
vate Dining Room, and Stodder and
York Resource Rooms. Also, the com

Jan. 1.

Bruno Grenci, 4-6 p.m., Dec. 17, Uni

puter resource rooms in each area may

The EAP Messenger will not be printed

versity Club. Everyone is invited.

be available. Check with your resident
director or resident assistant. The Union

this month due to the cost of photocopy
ing at this time of budgetary hardship. A

will be open 24 hours (Coe and Sutton
Lounges, and Damn Yankee, when not

reprint of last December's issue on "Cop
ing with Holiday Pressures" is available

open for dining). Look for late-night
study snacks provided by the dining

on request. Call x4014 for a copy.

Dec. 25 to observe the Christmas holi
day. The drive-up window will reopen 8

for Professors Claude Westfall and

Directory
Changes
x3776 - Public Affairs Fax

xl126 - CPT Gregory L. Bucchin,
assistant professor of military
science, 114 Armory; 89 Market
St., Bangor, Maine 04401

xl 125 - CPT Randall L. Fofi, assistant

cess on your finals, and a happy,
healthy holiday season.
The Microcomputer Resource Center
retail operation and service center will
be closed for inventory the first two
weeks of January. We appreciate your

patience during this time. Staffing for

Orono, Maine 04473

between Christmas and New Years will

the retail operation during the week

be on an “as available basis.” We recom
administration, 114 Armory; 28
Boutelle Road, Bangor, Maine

04401

xl 124 - MSG Timothy S. DeRaps,

mend calling x2519 before stopping by.
Professional Salary Study Meeting to
distribute and discuss job analysis
questionnaires to employees in the pro

chief enlisted instructor,

fessional bargaining unit and their
supervisors will be held 2:30-4 p.m.,

114 Armory; RR 1, Box 895,
Dixmont, Maine 04932

207 Shibles. All professionals in the

xl 120 - LTC William R. Porter,
professor of military science,

114 Armory; RFD #2, Box
2025, Eaton Ridge, Brewer,
Maine 04412
xl 126 - MAJ Frank J. Toderico,
assistant professor of military
science, 114 Armory; 1238

Broadway, South Portland,
Maine, or 23 Spring St.,
Brewer, Maine 04412

x4225 - Gail F. Curry Yvon, education
outreach and Canada Year

coordinator, Canada House;
142 Middle St., Old Town,

closed Dec. 24, Dec. 25, Dec. 31 and

commons to keep you going. Much suc

professor of military science,
114 Armory; 11 Fellows Place,

xl 126 - Elaine A. Robertson, personnel

During the holiday season, the Hudson

Put It In
Perspective
Have you got a story idea for
Maine Perspective? Perhaps
you know of a University of
Maine faculty or staff member,
a student or alumna/alumnus
who is doing something
extraordinary on or off campus.
Perhaps there's an issue that
you would like to see
addressed, or an unsung hero
ine/hero who deserves recogni
tion. We’d like to hear from you.
Give us a call. x3745, or drop
us a note: Maine Perspective,
Public Affairs.

Presidential Public Service Award: Nominations and applications are being
sought for the Presidential Public Service Award for 1991. A faculty or profes
sional is recognized for distinguished public service achievement as recipient of
this award, and a $1,500 award presented. Nominations/applications will be

screened by a committee of faculty and professional staff who will recommend
one or more outstanding persons to the President. Applications/ nominations
must be submitted to: Brenda Cook, Executive Assistant and Coordinator of

Public Service Programs, 201C Alumni Hall, before 4:30 p.m. Feb. 1. Applica
tion/nomination forms and criteria for selection are available in 201C Alumni
Hall, X1502. Renominations from previous years are encouraged. The recipient
will be announced at the Honors Convocation in April. Feel free to contact any
member of the Committee for further information. The Committee members are;

Chairperson - Guvenc Alpander, Doug Allen. Mary Ellen Symanski, Gordon
Donaldson, Sue Estler, Brian Green, Herb Hidu, George Hayes, Kathleen Lignell,
Kay Godwin, Steven Sader, Maiy Bowie, Ann Schönberger and Bill Murphy.

Maine 04468, 827-5211
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New Course to Focus on Maintaining the Earth's
Diversity Amid Environmental Degradation
tribute his knowledge of plant evolution

our goal as making students knowledge

the Earth’s biodiversity will be the focus
of a new course - Introduction to Con

ary biology.
Despite their different backgrounds,

able about the scientific and practical

servation Biology - offered this spring

both professors have a similar primary

through the Departments of Botany &
Plant Pathology, and Wildlife.
Conservation biology is the science of

message for students, whatever the

major: People need to be responsible
and informed about the Earth and its

bell said.
“People need to be stewards. Along
with our power to affect life on Earth

maintaining the Earth’s biodiversity, the

multitude of living organisms. The

inhabitants.
“Being part of the educational system,

comes responsibility,” said Hunter.
In addition to this new course, Hunter

three-credit class, to be team taught by
Malcolm Hunter Jr., professor of wildlife

I believe one of the most effective things
we can do about major problems facing

resources, and Christopher S. Campbell,
associate professor of plant systematics,

the world, global warming or threats to

Tropical Island Ecology, which will take
students to Dominica and the Caribbean

the ecosystem, is to inform people. I see

to look at tropical forestry issues.

The importance of the conservation of

problems with our current dilemma, and
thoughtful about the solutions,” Camp

is also offering a March break class,

will concentrate on “the maintenance of

the Earth’s diversity of all life forms in
the face of environmental degradation,”
according to Hunter. The maintenance

of that diversity involves a wide array of
topics - from the study of extinctions,
human dependence on biodiversity, and
the genetics of scarcity to socioeconomic
and political aspects of conservation.
Although there has been a graduate

level seminar course offered for the past
two years, Introduction to Conservation

Biology is the first undergraduate lec
ture course of its kind at UM. According
to Campbell, the time is now for such
education. ‘There is a terrible crisis in

terms of biodiversity. More extinction is

taking place now and expected in the
near future than in the past 65 million
years. It’s critical that students these
days be informed of the crisis.”
Either we’re “on the threshold of a

renaissance or things will just continue
to get worse and worse. The quality of
human life is veiy much under threat,”

Hunter agreed.
Both instructors expect a class from a
wide range of majors such as biology;
botany; wildlife; zoology; natural
resources; plant, soil and environmental

science; as well as students from the

other sciences. Because of the different
backgrounds of students, each member

of the class will have a different under
standing of what they want to get out of
the class, and in turn, will get a differ
ent message and education.
The course will provide students with

very different approaches from these

professors. Hunter focuses on animals
and ecosystems while Campbell will con
Maine Perspective 8

Development Matters
Editor's Note: Development Matters is a

bimonthly series of articles written to

usage through the payroll deduction
plan. Simply fill out a payroll deduction

explain the role, purpose and scope of
fund-raising programs and services pro

form (available through the Payroll

vided by the Office of University Develop
ment.

Office indicating how much you wish
deducted from your biweekly or monthly

Giving to Benefit Your Department
Many faculty and staff personnel have
called the Development Office in recent

Also indicate on the form how the funds
are to be used. The Development Office
will then submit the form to the Payroll

days asking if they can make a tax
deductible contribution to the University

Office and the funds will be deducted
and designated according to your wishes.

Office) and submit it to the Development

paycheck, and for what length of time.

and have the funds go to their academic

Another way to make a gift to your

or administrative department. The
answer is most definitely yes! You can

department is to "designate" your con
tribution for a specific purpose. Exam

make a general purpose gift that would

ple: Several faculty members currently

go to your department's general
accounts or you can make a "restricted"

make annual contributions that fully
pay or enhance stipends for their

gift that would be for a specific purpose.

department's graduate assistants; oth

In either instance, the entire amount

ers contribute funds that support

that is contributed would be directed to

departmental travel; while still others

your department. Major gifts for ongoing
projects might necessitate a separate

provide funds to support research and
scholarships. To make a restricted gift
to your department, simply follow the

account.
There are several ways you can make a
gift to your department's general fund.

First, simply make out a check for a

procedures listed above or call Janet
Rourke, Development Office, for assis
tance.

contribution to the University of Maine
and send it to the Development Office
with a letter indicating how and to which
department the money is to be designat

ed. The Development Office will record
your gift and deposit your check into
your department's general account. The

department chairperson is then made
aware that funds are available. Second,
make a gift for general departmental

Readers who are concerned that
Maine Perspective arrives sever
al days after the publishing date
due to third-class mailing can
now subscribe for $18. By sub
scribing, readers will be ensured
that the publication is mailed
first class.

Waste Not
Editor's Note: Waste Not is a biweekly

wrap them for the day that we feverishly

voila! - you have Christmas wrapping.

column in Maine Perspective written by
Scott Wilkerson, UM recycling education
coordinator. For further information or if

rip into them, a great deal of waste can

Some supermarkets use bags with

be created.
When you go to a dinner or party, try

Christmas scenes on them that are
great for wrapping just as they are. If

you have topics you'd like to see
addressed in the column, contact him at
x2680.

Nationally, each woman, man and
child produces as much as three-and-ahalf pounds of trash a day. It may seem
difficult to imagine the composition of
this trash when you stop to ponder it,
but for the most part, it is paper, plas

tic, metals, and textiles. It is the pack
aging from the items we purchase in

stores. It is our wasted food and the

personal and household items that we
discard when they have exhausted their
usefulness. It is every disposable item
that we need no more.

to use cloth napkins, reusable dinner

you do use purchased wrapping paper,

ware and flatware, and plan for enough
food so that none goes to waste. Set up

which is not cheap, save it for next year
- and the bows too. Christmas wrapping

a team to rotate on dishes after the gath
ering. Clean out all tinned-steel cans

paper may be made out of recycled
paper, but the bright inks used may
contain heavy metals that are toxic to

and plastics if your community recycles
them and save the returnables for
deposit. Cut down on the purchase of
disposable paper and plastic cups by
asking everyone to bring their own glass
(this works for plates and silverware
too).
When you are at the department stores

land and water resources, not to men
tion to wildlife.
Some wastes can not be recycled, like
electricity. If you have lights adorning
your home or office, try to limit there
use to selected daylight times or the

and specialty stores this shopping sea

evening hours, and never leave them on
all night. Saint Nick knows where your

son, consider not taking a bag if possible
or place your purchase in a bag with

house is.
As you rocket into this festive season,

another item that you may have pur

do what you can to reduce what you

At different times of the year there are
events that increase our input into the

chased from a different store. Tuck your
receipt in your pocket or purse and you

produce; reduce waste at the source. It
can help bring joy to the world and

waste stream. One such series of events
is the holiday season. As we attend din

should be all set. If you do bring bags

eveiybody on it.
Happy holidays and we’ll see you car

ners and parties with friends and rela
tives, purchase gifts at the stores, and

home from shopping, use them for wrap
ping paper. You can color or draw on

oling.

them to add that personal touch and

A new plexiglass groundwater display has been made available to faculty and staff who incorporate some aspect of
groundwater in their teaching and outreach activities. The University of Maine Environmental Studies Center has pur
chased the tabletop model that can be used to visually demonstrate the characteristics of groundwater flow.
Groundwater protection is a high priority for Maine. An estimated 90 percent of the state’s rural residents use groundwa
ter for drinking water supplies. In addition, some public water districts may increase their use of groundwater to supply
their customers.
The groundwater flow model can be used to show how wells can be contaminated by land use activities. It can also
demonstrate the connection between groundwater and surface water.

The model consists of layers of sand and gravel packed between two plexiglass sheets. The layers can be saturated with

water from two “recharge” areas. Red and green dyes can be
injected into the sand and gravel, and their movement traced.
Water can be withdrawn through any of 11 simulated wells, a
fractured bedrock system or a single common discharge point.
The dyes can be used in several ways. They can be poured
into a simulated underground tank, for example, to show

movement from the tank into nearby aquifers and wells. A pur

ple dye poured on top of the sand can be used to demonstrate
how some chemicals adhere to clay and organic matter in soils.
The water table can be varied to demonstrate the impacts of a
changing water regime on wells, underground tanks and sur
face waters.

The model measures 15”x31” and weighs about 40 pounds in
its case. It can be reserved for use in classrooms, conference

exhibits and other purposes. For more information, contact
Nick Houtman, Environmental Studies Center, xl490.
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Along the Mall
Matthew Vander Haegen, grad,
research assist, in wildlife, William

Laurence Smith, assoc, prof, of psychol

Center for Geographic Information and
Analysis (NCGLA), Kate Beard, assist,
prof., surveying engineering and

Krohn, leader, Maine Cooperative Fish

chology and the Technological Ideal of

and Wildlife Research Unit and Ray
Owen, chair and prof, of wildlife, pre

Science: A Historical Perspective”; and
grad, student David Boynton, Alan

research scientist, NCGLA, Max Egenhofer, research assoc., NCGLA, Werner

sented papers, “Care, Behavior and

Stubbs, prof, of psychology, and Smith

Growth of Captive American Woodcock,”
and “Effects of Weather on Earthworm

presented a poster, “Intuitive Statistics
as Signal Detection: Perceptual Judg

Abundance and Spring Food Habits of
American Woodcock,” at the Eighth

ments of Sample Differences,” both at
the American Psychological Assn,

Woodcock Symposium, Lafayette, Ind.,

convention, Boston, Aug. 9-13.

Andrew Frank, assoc, prof., surveying

engineering and assoc, dir., National

Kuhn, research assoc., NCGLA, David
Pullar, grad, assist., surveying engineer

ing and Bud Bruegger, grad, assist.,
surveying engineering, attended the
Fourth International Symposium on

Spatial Data Handling, Zurich, Switzer
land, July 23-27. Frank was on the
opening panel which discussed the
keynote address and chaired a session
on Object-Oriented Modeling for GIS.
Frank and Egenhofer gave a full-day

tutorial on “Object-Oriented Databases
for GIS.” Egenhofer gave a half-day tuto
rial on Spatial Query Languages. Pullar
presented the paper, “Comparative
Study of Algorithms for Reporting Geo

ogy, presented a paper, “Operant Psy

Oct. 26-Nov. 2.

The Research Council of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station

announces that public presentations on current research topics will be made
by nine graduate students as part of the 1990 Dow and Griffee Graduate Stu

dent Awards Competition.
The presentations will be made Dec. 18 in 204 Nutting Hall. All members of

the University of Maine community are invited to attend.
The Fred Griffee and George Dow Graduate Student Awards were established
in honor of two former directors of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.
The awards recognize outstanding graduate students working on programs

metrical Intersections” and Egenhofer
presented the paper “A Mathematical
Framework for the Definition of Topolog

associated with the Experiment Station.

ical Relationships.” Kuhn presented the
paper, “Editing Spatial Relations.”

demic discipline was plant pathology. The first Griffee Award was made in
1957. Awards continue to be made today to recognize scholarship and the

Harlan Onsrud, assoc, prof., surveying
engineering and research scientist,
National Center for Geographic Informa

tion and Analysis (NCGIA), attended the
Urban and Regional Information Sys

tems Assn. Convention, Edmonton,

Alberta, Aug. 12-16, where he presented
‘The NCGLA Research Agenda,” in the
Super Session on GIS Research.

William Krohn, leader, Maine Coopera
tive Fish and Wildlife Research Unit and
assoc, prof, in wildlife and zoology, gave
a talk, “Ecology of Fishers in Northern

New England,” to the School of Natural

Resources, University of Vermont, Oct
25.

The Griffee Award was established as a memorial fund in honor of Fred Grif
fee who served as director of the Experiment Station from 1931-51. His aca

potential of graduate students to become research scientists.
The Dow Award, which recognizes scholarship and potential as a research
scientist, was funded by George Dow who served as Experiment Station director
from 1951-69. Dow, a member of the UM Class of 1927, received his Ph.D. from
Cornell in 1938. He devoted his professional career to agricultural research at
the University of Maine, first as a researcher in milk marketing, and then as
administrator of the Experiment Station’s programs. The first Dow Award was
made in 1979.
The presentation schedule for Dec. 18 is as follows:
8:30 a.m. Randall Boon: “A Database Used in the Retrospective Analysis of Bird

Populations and Agriculture”
8:50 a.m. John Crosby: “Induction and Translational Control of Solanum
tuberosum Tuber RNA in Response to Wounding and Hypoxic Stress”
9:10 a.m. Steven Dudgeon: The Algal Ecology of the Low Intertidal Zone in the
Gulf of Maine, USA”
9:30 a.m. Thorstur Eysteinsson: “Accelerated Breeding of Larch”
9:30 a.m. Marcia Phillips: “Understanding Nonconsumptive Users’ and

Managers’ Perceptions of Wildlife Management and Policy”
9:50 a.m. Tamia Rudnicky: The Effects of Clearcut Size on Bird Species

Gerald Work, prof, of education, pre
sented preliminary results of a fouryear, longitudinal study of development

Richness in Northeastern Maine”
10:10 a.m. Midori Saeki: “Influence of Browsing by White-tailed Deer and
Snowshoe Hare on Vegetation at Acadia National Park, Maine”

at Colby College, “Dimensions of Devel
opment,” to the Region I National Assn,

10:30 a.m. Timothy Tindall: “Plant Available Nitrogen from Barley/Legume

of Student Personnel Administrators
Conference, Portsmouth, Nov. 5-7.
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Interseeding”
10:50 a.m. Lihua Xiao: “Effects of Ostertagia ostertagi on Protein Metabolism in
Calves”

Futures Council continued from page 1
such strategic planning - a sense of the
long-term - is needed now more than
ever.
“Even though things are down for the

University right now, we still have to be

dreaming some dreams,” said Hitt. “We
need to be prepared with a plan that will

let us move forward when things do
turn up again. The fiscal realities will

grams when other programs badly need
ed the resources. Those are the types of
decisions that need to be made in a
strategic planning process.”

education: the appropriate scope of the
University’s research efforts; the role of

The reality is that the University of
Maine can not have a specialized pro
gram in everything, Hitt said. ‘The real

ty’s land-grant mission of public service;

UM as a graduate doctoral university;
the means needed to meet the Universi
the additional focuses needed to give the
University a competitive distinctiveness

in its teaching, research and public ser

gem in strategic planning is the concept
of comparative advantage - what is it we
do different and better than other insti

vice; and the potential for achieving sig
nificantly increased quality with current

tutions? The first thing we have to look
at is: What is the real need for this and

resources.
In its planning process, the Council

plate of programs that we’re going to

what is the likelihood that a program

strive to be excellent in to guide us in
the hard decisions about cuts or addi

meeting that need can be truly excellent
and distinctive? We also have to remem
ber that, while we do have a substantial
endowment with gifts from private citi
zens, the bulk of our funding comes
from the state, and we have to be
responsible stewards of that invest

will also build on the planning that has
already taken place at the University
through the years - planning that has

give a sense of urgency in defining the
view.
‘There is not a clearly defined tem

tions,” Hitt said. “We have tended to
grow across the board and not be terri
bly selective in how things were funded
because we didn’t have an agreed-to set
of priorities. But then that raises the

question of being selective against what

criteria and whose vision? There is no
campus-wide agreement about the most
pressing priorities for the campus or
what we want the institution to look like
in 10 years.”
The strategic planning process, by its
very nature, is going to be ambitious

been generalized and, in some cases,
focused on independent plans proposing
logical extensions of ongoing activities.
The Council will go a step further in its
strategic planning by providing a sense

ment.”
The Council will use the eight ques
tions posed in the University of Maine

of program priorities for the future.

Program Plan: 1991-1995 as a platform
for discussion and as a means of setting

pus can ask faculty and staff what the

parameters. Those questions address
such issues as: the appropriate size of
the student body: the quality and com

and comprehensive, Hitt said. It will

position of the undergraduate student

involve not only a great deal of input but
also feedback from experts and other
members of the University community

population; the focus of undergraduate

‘The Council will have succeeded if
several years from now a visitor to cam
University is all about programmatically
and gets very similar answers," Hitt
said. "We're looking for general subscrip
tion to the overall mission."

as Council subcommittees begin prelim
inary decision-making. It will not be
easy.

‘There are many ways that this pro
cess can go wrong,” Hitt said, “but if

you don’t try it you’re almost certain to
end up without a clear vision about
where the institution is to go.”
While strategic planning is very vision
ary, it is also dynamic, said Greg
Brown, vice president for Research and
Public Service, and vice-chair of the
Futures Planning Council. “As your

information base changes, you have to
take that into consideration. You don’t
simply carve something in stone over
the next 18 months.
“People wonder why they’re always
being asked to replan,” Brown said.

“But it’s said that, in a corporation, if
you’re using a plan that’s three years
old, your corporation is in trouble. What

we have to face when being visionary is
change. During the process of budget
review last spring we heard people ask
ing why we were growing in certain pro

University of Maine student Sherry Tinkham adds a decorative touch to a "Tree of Hope,"
erected in the Union by her sorority, Tau Beta Sigma, to benefit the Greater Bangor Area
Shelter for the Homeless. Donations of items or money are being collected by the service
sorority. Ornaments bearing donors names are added to the tree.
Photo by John Baer
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o Sponsored Programs
agroforestiy (deadline Feb. 1) and Eliane
Souza Edelstein Fellowships for medici

Cooperative State Research Service

cles. Deadlines: letters of intent, Jan.

announces the FY91 National Research

22; proposal, Feb. 25.

Initiative Competitive Grants Program,
soliciting proposals for research related

Maine Science & Technology Commis

Feb. 15). Fellowships provide $15,000

to agriculture, forestry, and human

sion makes matching grants of up to

per year.

nutrition. Deadlines vary: the first is for
research on plant pest interactions, due

$5000 to enable faculty scientists and
engineers to spend a summer at a host

Jan. 14.

institution in activities to enhance
research and teaching capabilities.

Health Effects Institute seeks propos

Deadline: Feb. 6.

nal plant research in Brazil (deadline

mixtures in emissions from motor vehi-

research of significance for the teaching

or learning of English. Range of awards:
$500-$25,000. Deadline: Feb. 15.

als to develop theoretical approaches to
the analysis of health effects of complex

National Council of Teachers of
English makes grants-in-aid for

Rainforest Alliance awards Kleinhans
Fellowships for research in tropical

U.S. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

invites proposals for basic research in
aerospace instrumentation systems,

Campus Notes

optical/IR systems technology, iono
spheric impact on Air Force systems,

Surplus Sale: The University of Maine

$10 per gallon; (1) CANON NP300F COPI-

offers for sale on an as-is, where-is basis
the following: (1) PC DESIGNS 8088
MICROCOMPUTER, IBM clone, $450; (3)

ER, $200; (1) CPC WREN V 94186 DISK
DRIVE, 300 meg, new - never used, $750;
(1) STREAMING TAPE DRIVE, 60 Mb car

ACOUSTICAL PRINTER HOODS. $35 each;
(1) TWO HOLE PUNCH. $2; (2) SWING-

tridges, $1500; (1) TEKTRONIX 4006-1

LINE 66 ELECTRIC STAPLERS, $20 each;
(2) ROLODEX 3” x 5” ROLLTOP FILES. $5
each; (40) 9 1/2 “x 6" RING BINDERS,
black vinyl or blue canvas, $.50 each; (5)
TYPEWRITER CORRECTABLE CAS

SETTES, IBM 210 Selectric III, $1 each; (2)
UPRIGHT FREEZERS, Kenmore 31cf, $300
each; (1) PORTABLE PH METER. Orion

231, $150; (1) XEROX 1038 COPIER.
$500; (1) 3M FS-6 MICROFICHE CAMERA.

$4500; (2) IBM 3101 TERMINALS. $75
each; (10 Kilos) POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE,
FREE; (1) KONICA 1290 COPIER, $500; (1)
XEROX 1035 COPIER, $500; (1) STAR
WRITER FX-10 PRINTER, letter quality,
w/sound hood, $200; (1) ENVIRONMEN

TAL CHAMBER. FREE; (1) RISOGRAPH
2700 COPIER. $3500; (1) ZENITH
MODEM. 1200 baud Supersport, $50; (1)
DICONIX 150 PRINTER, portable, $200; (1)
MINISCRIBE HARD DRIVE, 71 MB, w/
controller card, $500; (10 GAL.) FREON,

What's Ahead
Classes Resume

January 14
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GRAPHICS TERMINAL. $100. Off-campus
inquires are welcome. Items usually sell
for the prices specified, however, lower

offers are sometimes considered. For fur
ther information contact Ron Logan, Pur
chasing Dept., x2692.

University of Maine
Maine Perspective
Department of Public Affairs
Orono, Maine 04469

weather impact on Air Force mission,
and space or terrestrial effects on Air

Force systems.
Assistance in identifying other extramu
ral sources of support for creative activi

ty is available to members of the faculty
and professional staff upon request. For
more information, call Sponsored Pro
grams, xl476.

